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Things we know very well:
•

How WL changes an image

•

What the noise in a pixel is

•

What the PSF and instrumental
transfer function are (usually)

•

Weak lensing is weak

•

Superposed FG/BG galaxy
position distributions are
invariant under shear

Things we do not know well:
•

The probability distribution for
unlensed galaxy appearance

•

How SExtractor or photo-z codes
decide what galaxies are “ok”

•

The noise distribution on
complicated galaxy shape/size/
flux estimators

•

Any closed-form criterion for
when galaxies are split by our
software, usually.

BFD Goals
Produce a proper posterior probability P(g | D) where g is the
lensing shear+magnification, and D are the pixel data.
Do this using only the things we know well, without idealizations
or calibration. The following are treated exactly:
Image noise (if white)
Selection effects (if we get to make the selection)
PSF
“Model bias” - there is no model of galaxy appearance in BFD

BFD Overview
•

Step 1: Compress galaxy images into low-dimensional feature
vector M. The necessary characteristics of the compression are:
•
•
•

M is independent of observing conditions
Rapid compression with no model dependence
Likelihood is known exactly if pixel noise is known, so that
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We adopt simple low-order moments, calculated in Fourier domain for exact PSF
correction, linear in the input data. These can be calculated for multiple filters to
propagate matched-aperture color information:
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BFD Overview
•

Step 2: Approximate the distribution P(M|Υ) of these moments by
sample of “noiseless” galaxies (deep field). This “galaxy model”
exists only in moment/feature space.
1. We know very well how lensing distortion affects images!
2. Use the measurement errors as a smoothing kernel.
3. Exploit known galaxy symmetries to replicate “template”
galaxies
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BFD Overview
•

Step 3: Implement selection as restriction to moment subspace
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Step 4: Weak shear approximation: calculate posterior as
quadratic Taylor expansion in Υ: each source becomes 6 numbers
(10, with magnification)
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(Step 5: Joint redshift / lensing posterior, if we have redshift
posterior for each template galaxy:)
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(Add magnification to this process almost free of charge!)

BFD: Results
•

Tested on custom postage-stamp simulations with “messy”
galaxies (“GalSim”); plus analytic galaxies (“Gauss”). Sample
extends down to S/N=5, includes selection for S/N>8.

•

Predicted selection fraction:
0.69111+-0.00006
Observed selection fraction:
0.69105

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Predicted shear error per
50,000 galaxies:
3.58E-4
Observed:
3.56+-0.02 E-4

Shear errors <2
parts per thousand!

Tests at this accuracy require ~109 input galaxies!

How does BFD handle deblending?
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How does BFD handle deblending?

It doesn’t.

BFD explicitly rejects use of models for galaxies, the only prior on galaxy
appearances is that they are drawn from the same population as the deep
fields.
It is therefore intrinsically unable to split up the flux in a single pixel between
two or more galaxies.

Approach #1 (to be used in DES)
Use model-fitting codes (Sheldon/Becker MOF) to subtract flux
contributions of neighbors before getting moments for each
target.
Abandons perfect model-independence; but model bias is far
reduced (in DES) because models in use only for the overlapping
flux of neighbors.
We calculate the contribution of neighbor flux to moments can reject a galaxy for which this subtracted amount is too large
compared to target moments.
Expect this approach to be fully satisfactory for a galaxy whose
measurement aperture is only in the wings of any other galaxy. But
would worry when >1% of sources get significant neighbor flux.

Possible approach #2
More principled: expand the template galaxy library (=prior on
moments) to span all possible blends, not just singlet galaxies.
Problem 1: Probably infeasible to allow for all possible
projections of 2 galaxies, never mind more.
Problem 2: Surface density (i.e. prior) for blended templates
depends on galaxy density and shear at multiple redshifts on
l.o.s.
Current feature vector probably discards much of the
information that distinguishes close blends from singlets, and
likewise lots of blends in the mix will degrade lensing inference
power.

General reminders about blending, for WL
Superposition != Addition: galaxies are not transparent, especially within half-light radius. We should
not kid ourselves that we’re going to be able to extract WL information from close blends.
Why is blending (esp unrecognized blends) a problem for WL?
For BFD, it is when our generative model for the moments of selected galaxies becomes wrong.
Blends at common redshift: the blend moments transform under WL just as if it were treated as a
single galaxy, unless the splitting process occurs differently when lensed, or differs between
targets and templates.
Blends with FG/BG galaxies: features depend on WL to 2 (or more) source redshifts, sky density
depends on 2 (or more) density fluctuations.
Can we conduct WL inferences while being totally immune to spurious shape correlations between
galaxies close enough to blend? I think so. The direction between center of galaxy and its closest fg/
bg neighbor is isotropic even in the presence of shear or magnification [but the distance to neighbors
might depend on magnification]. Expect fg/bg blending -> multiplicative error, not additive.
Faint bg/fg galaxies are present even if you don’t detect them, so in this sense a shallow survey is no
better off than a deep one that detects the blend. The difference is that shallow surveys focus on
sources whose flux is larger relative to its blended neighbors.

FG/BG superpositions around a dominant galaxy
Can I just ignore the contribution of superposed “fireflies,” i.e. treat them
the way I’d treat the globular clusters of a galaxy, a random feature of the
dominant source?
The WL distortion of the BG/FG galaxy is related to that of a dominant
target by

If we had f=1, I could completely ignore the fact that some flux comes
from a different redshift, right?
Furthermore, the distribution of FG/BG positions relative to target is
uniform and hence invariant under shear; magnification changes the density
a bit though. Only the shapes of the BG/FG galaxies are inconsistent with
f=1, and these have very minor contribution to the measured moments of a
dominant galaxy.

Possible approach #3:
For WL purposes, shift emphasis away from attempts to measure blended galaxies; instead,
focus on developing a means to split galaxies such that:
The chances of 2 sources being split is the same across survey conditions (incl. deep
fields). For LSST, best done by creating standard-seeing, standard-noise images.
The splitting criterion is invariant under shear, minimally affected by magnification.
The catalog from this splitter is divided into two classes:
“singletons” which we treat as single-redshift sources (maybe use model fitting/
symmetry to remove wings of neighbors before extracting features). BFD templates
fully sample this population.
“blends” which are suspected of harboring similar-flux galaxies at distinct redshifts.
The only feature retained for a blend is its location. We do not try to infer shear or
magnification from these. Do not go fishing in the blend bucket…
Ideally the sky density of blends is proportional to the product of mass densities at pairs of
redshift bins (with some bias). This appearance of blends on dense lines of sight (and the
disappearance of singletons) becomes part of the generative model.
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Flagging blends
At higher S/N, may be possible to identify blends as living in very
low-probability regions of BFD feature space. Would require some
careful thought on how to treat this in proper Bayesian manner.
Other standard methods, e.g. multiple maxima: probably would
need to build empirical models of blend rates vs line-of-sight
overdensities.
It’s ok, in this scenario, to give blend flag to some single peculiar
galaxies, as long as the rate is independent of observing
conditions, and we know the rate dependence on l.o.s. densities.

Challenges
Get splitting under control.
Develop blend flag criteria and characterize dependence on l.o.s.
Blend rate will be (unlike lensing) nonlinear function of density
field and may slow down BHM inferences.
Give up on using every scrap of galaxy for WL. Let faint
neighbors become “dressing” for brighter ones. Throw away any
information that might be present in shapes of blends. I hope no
one is planning on doing precision WL within 2-3 R_e of galaxies.
Statistical methods needed to make inferences using blend flag,
i.e. integrate into BFD selection bias correction.

